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Peru’s ancient Moche culture is represented in a magnificent collection of artifacts at Harvard’s
Peabody Museum. In this richly illustrated volume, Jeffrey Quilter presents a fascinating
introduction to this intriguing culture and explores current thinking about Moche politics, history,
society, and religion.Quilter utilizes the Peabody’s collection as a means to investigate how the
Moche used various media, particularly ceramics, to convey messages about their lives and
beliefs. His presentation provides a critical examination and rethinking of many of the commonly
held interpretations of Moche artifacts and their imagery, raising important issues of art
production and its role in ancient and modern societies.The most up-to-date monograph
available on the Moche―and the first extensive discussion of the Peabody Museum’s collection
of Moche ceramics―this volume provides an introduction for the general reader and contributes
to ongoing scholarly discussions. Quilter’s fresh reading of Moche visual imagery raises new
questions about the art and culture of ancient Peru.

“A new volume in the award-winning Peabody Museum Collections Series presents a refreshing
analysis of Moche works from the magnificent collection at Harvard's Peabody Museum. In the
richly illustrated [book] archaeologist Jeffrey Quilter gives readers a thorough introduction to this
fascinating culture and explores current thinking about Moche politics, history, society, religion,
and art.”―artdaily.orgAbout the AuthorJeffrey Quilter is a New World archaeologist with
expertise in Peru. He is past Director of the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology,
Harvard University, and of Pre-Columbian Studies at Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and
Collection. This is his sixth book on Peruvian archaeology.
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Joseph H. Woodside, “A Modern Beginning View. Archaeologist Jeffrey Quilter provides a
thoughtful high level introduction to the study of Moche, an extinct pre-Inca civilization located
on the west coast of northern Peru. The book grows from an exhibition at Harvard University's
Peabody Museum in Boston between 2005 and 2008 for which the author served as curator.
Although only a small subset of Moche items held by the Museum appears in this book, it
contains many delightful color plates photographed by Mark Craig. The selection favors famous
ceramics with figurine subcomponents. Among them are the Bird Faced Woman Healer; the
Funeral Bundle tableau; and the "Wrinkle Face" character supported by two helpers. The
strikingly enigmatic frontispiece photo demonstrates Moche mastery of ceramic portraiture. The
figurines it depicts seem like a cross between a board of directors, a rogues' gallery, and a
pantheon of deities. Julio C. Tello, the aboriginal Peruvian polymath, "directed" several of these
ceramics to the Museum after he graduated from Harvard in the early years of the twentieth
century 
  
The Life and Writings of Julio C. Tello: America's First Indigenous Archaeologist

  
  
. An overview of the cultural ecology of ancient Andean societies incorporates a gentle
introduction to the literature of Peruvian archaeology. One conclusion is that Moche were
probably not an imperial conquest state, as first believed. Instead, Moche represents several
closely related, highly stratified societies each occupying a distinct river valley, pursuing their
own spin on common cultural concerns, and facing common environmental challenges. The
second half of the book comprises photos of selected pieces accompanied by brief
explanations, or disconnected meditations, on Moche religion and material existence.
Footnotes to the text, collected at the end of the book, together with an annotated bibliography,
indicate many reliable paths for a curious reader to wander. Gripes: no glossary; no index;
relaxed documentation. P.S. Photos of the ceramics featured in this book, plus HUNDREDS
more, are freely viewable at the new Harvard Peabody online eMuseum website:[...]. There, a
"quick search" on "Moche" brings them up. Wonderfully, we see most of them full round with
some in emulated '3-D'.”



James R. Starkey, “Great narrative and history. The color plates are excellent but I was pleased
to find the writing was not just a bunch of captions to accompany the photos but a good
overview of the history of this fasinating culture. This portant society has been largely overlooked
by Westerners.”

MIKE, “Four Stars. Written with great authority.”

Steve Hammond, “Good introduction to the Moche. A short overview of Moche history and
archaeology. Quilter writes quite passionately about the Moche which makes a change from
other books on the subject which tend be pretty dry.There are colour images throughout
including 24 colour plates of artefacts from the Peabody exhibition most of which I haven't seen
in other books on the Moche.If you're looking for a nice introduction to the Moche that's well
illustrated then look no further.If you're more well read with the Moche it is still a worthy addition
for the colour plates.”

SAnders, “4 Stars to Jeffrey Quilter. An excellent introduction to the Moche of ancient Peru
highlighting their history, art, politics and culture. Included are the results of some of the most
recent archaeological digs changing the understanding of this Meso-American Civilization. With
some really wonderful colour plates of classic Moche figurines and their unique pottery the
reader really gets a clear vision of this rich and vibrant culture.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 10 people have provided feedback.
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